Magnetic Subject Labels

The Magnetic Subject Labels are a helpful resource for your busy classroom. The nine labels provided include 5 for the main subject areas: Math, Reading, Science, Social Students and Language Arts; one blank to create your own; and three special labels: Test, Reminder, and Important.

These labels can be kept in the corner of a magnetic board all year long. They can be used to let the students know what their homework is each day or to let them know what they will be doing during each subject. Simply put the labels you want to use on the board and write anything you want next to it.
Care Instructions

Each label can be used with a dry-erase or wet-erase marker for multiple uses. It is best to test your marker on a corner of the label to make sure that it can be erased. Use a damp cloth when erasing the wet-erase marker. Do not saturate the label. Too much water will damage the product. Also, do not bend the labels as it will decrease the magnetism.

Visit our website to write a product review or to find a store near you.
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